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Example of GIS table structures 
 
 
Example of table structure for polygons, lines and points 
  Area (polygon) Line Point 
ID Unique ID Unique ID Unique ID 
RECORDING 
DATE 

 Date  Date  Date 

CLASS Main area recording class: such 
as quarry, social infrastructure 

Main line recording class, such as 
road (edge), path, stone alignment, 
etc. 

Main point recording class, 
such as stone-built feature, 
artifact, epigraphic, etc. 

SUBCLASS Subtype of recording such as 
extraction area, spoil heap, 
work area (quarry); stone-built 
structures, settlement (social 
infrastructure) 

Subtype of recording such as 
paved road, hollow road, ramp 
(road), dry-stone wall, stone circle 
(stone alignment) 

Subtype of recording such as 
well, stone enclosure (stone-
built feature); stone tool, 
ceramics (artifact); rock art, 
inscription (epigraphic) 

TECHNOLOGY For quarries: techniques 
applied in quarrying, such as 
stone hammering, chiseling, 
wedging 

    

MATERIAL Rock type/subtype   Rock type/subtype, ceramic 
PRODUCT Output product from quarrying 

such as ashlar, grinding stone 
etc. 

    

ESTIMATED 
PERIOD 

known or assumed time period known or assumed time period known or assumed time 
period 

DATING Method of dating  Method of dating Method of dating 
INTERPRETATION Interpretation of function (ex. 

Grinding stone quarry, building 
stone quarry, etc.) 

Interpretation of function (ex. 
Stone block transport, fence, etc.) 

Interpretation of function  

COMPLEX Quarry complex if defined Quarry complex if defined Quarry complex if defined 
CONDITION Grade of preservation from 

weathering/erosion and human 
influence 

Grade of preservation from 
weathering/erosion and human 
influence 

Grade of preservation from 
weathering/erosion and 
human influence 

PHOTO 
REFERENCE 

Ref. to photos Ref. to photos Ref. to photos 

DRAWING 
REFERENCE 

Ref. to drawings Ref. to drawings Ref. to drawings 

PUBLICATION 
REFERENCE 

Ref. to reports and publications Ref. to reports and publications Ref. to reports and 
publications 

DESCRIPTION Free text description Free text description Free text description 
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Subclass recordings from the Aswan West Bank quarry landscape plotted on a map.  

 

 

  

 


